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Tokyo University of the Arts 130th Anniversary (Special Programme) 

Messages from the Students who Died in Military Service: 
The Wartime Tokyo Academy of Music and Tokyo School of Art 
 
30th July 2017 (Sunday) 

Symposium: ‘The Wartime Tokyo Academy of Music and Tokyo School of Art: 
Towards the Construction of an Archive’ 
11:00-13:00 (doors open 10:30)	 Hall No. 6, Faculty of Music, Tokyo University of the Arts  (Free Entry) 

 

Lecture-concert: ‘Messages from the Students who Died in Military Service’ 
Starts 14:00 (Doors open 13:15)	 Tokyo University of the Arts Sōgakudō Concert Hall (in the university campus)  

Entry Fee: ¥2000 

 
Sponsors and organisers: Tokyo University of the Arts Performing Arts Center and Tokyo University of the Arts 

Collaborators: The University Art Museum Tokyo University of the Arts, Memorial Museum of Art Students who 

Died in Military Service ‘Mugonkan’, Nomiyama Gyoji Foundation 

 
 
 

 

Main Building of the Tokyo Academy of Music completed in 1890 (Meiji 23). (Photograph stored in the 
Geidai Archives, Historical Documents Section) 
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Introduction 
 
Towards the future of Geidai archives 
 

	 Thank you very much for coming to today’s Tokyo University of the Arts 130th Anniversary Special 
Concert ‘Messages from the Students who Died in Military Service: The Wartime Tokyo Academy of Music 
and Tokyo School of Art’. 
	 This year marks the 130th anniversary of the establishment (1887/Meiji 20) of Tokyo University of the Arts’ 
predecessors: Tokyo Academy of Music, and Tokyo School of Art. In this university there are not only written 
records built up over these past 130 years, but also the work etc. left by faculty members and student, and a 
large amount of materials have survived. Today’s programme is based on the result of continual investigation 
and digging up of documents by Tokyo University of the Arts’ Faculty of Music, Geidai Archives (Historical 
Documents Section) and Education Documents Compilation Room, and the revival in actual sound of the 
surviving music scores by music students who died in military service. 

Until this could be realised, the staff of the Faculty of Music, Geidai Archives (Historical Documents 
Section) and the Education Documents Compilation Room have for many years made great efforts. Anyone 
can recognise the importance of these archives, but there was an issue during the current situation due to 
working within a limited budget, and unfortunately put these activities off to a slow start. However, this time, 
using a new method called crowd funding (where the understanding, cooperation, and opinions of ordinary 
people are collected) granted us much support, so this plan was able to be realised. 

Thanks to help of many of you, we were able to achieve and make records of the first step toward building 
the future of this university’s archive; for this I again thank you from the bottom of my heart. Please enjoy 
today’s public performance to your heart’s content. 

President of Tokyo University of the Arts, Kazuki Sawa 
 

 

The Significance of Performing the Works of the Students who Died in Military Service 
 

	 Thank you very much for coming to today’s Tokyo University of the Arts 130th anniversary special 
programme ‘Messages from the Students who Died in Military Service: The Wartime Tokyo Academy of 
Music and Tokyo School of Art’. This is a symposium considering the future of the archive, as well as the 
performance of the works of students of the Tokyo Academy of music who unexpectedly died during the war. 
At first glance both appear to be unrelated, however because an archive is basically the investigation and 
application of materials, by definition the archive’s activities are certainly the only link we have to make clear 
the messages of the students who died in military service. 
	 The works of the students who died in military service action performed now are all compositions written 
while they were still students, so if viewed in terms of their degree of perfection they are probably not mature 
works. However, these works are all imbued with the sincere thoughts of these students. As I myself will also 
take up and perform one of these works, I would be very happy if everyone could kindly draw out the 
messages transmitted by these works. 

Dean of the Faculty of Music, Tokyo University of the Arts, Akiyoshi Sako 
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The importance of the Archive 
 

	 Today, in the Sōgakudō Concert Hall’s foyer, five oil paintings are on display. They all belong to this 
university’s art museum and are all self portraits by students majoring in oil painting at the Tokyo School of 
Art. There is something in common shared by these students, and the composition students; this is the reality 
they shared of creating these works while studying, advancing to graduation, then leaving for the front and 
dying in the war. The works of the painters who died in military service action can be seen in the Memorial 
Museum of Art Students who Died in Military Service ‘Mugonkan’, founded by both Mr. Gyoji Nomiyama, 
emeritus professor of this university in Western painting, and Mr. Seiichirō Kuboshima. However, for the 
music students, there is not this kind of establishment, so in this way, even as someone not knowledgeable 
about music, today’s concert is an extremely interesting event. 
	 Also, with this concert as a catalyst, I hear that as university support for the activities of the archive, a 
‘tomo no kai’ (friends club) has been established. There are many priceless materials sleeping in this 
university, and to effectively make use of these, whether arts or music or not, it is important to unite in 
cooperation towards the aim of building up archives. I kindly ask for everyone’s support.  

Dean of the School of Fine Arts, Tokyo University of the Arts, Katsuhiko Hibino 
 

 

 
November 1943 (Shōwa 18), Tokyo Academy of Music Provisional Graduation Ceremony (Photograph stored in the 
Geidai Archives, Historical Documents Section) 
Third from right in the last row is Kōji Murano, fourth from the right is Kyōichi Kitō 
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Symposium: ‘The Wartime Tokyo Academy of Music and Tokyo School of Art: 
Towards the Construction of an Archive’ 
30th July 2017 (Sunday)	 11：00 –13：00 (Doors Open 10：30) 

Hall No. 6, Faculty of Music, Tokyo University of the Arts 
 
Chair：Shunya Yoshimi (Professor, Graduate School of Interdisciplinary Information Studies, Tokyo University) 

Panelist：Shin Nishiyama (Professor, Kyoto University Archives) 
	 	 	 	 Dōshin Satō (Professor of Japanese Art History, Department of Aesthetics and Art History, Tokyo 

                    University of the Arts) 

	 	 	 	 Kumiko Hashimoto (Lecturer, Geidai Archives (Historical Documents Section), Faculty of Music, 

                          Tokyo University of the Arts) 

 
 
Report:	   What was the ‘Student’s Departure to the Front’?	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 Shin Nishiyama 
	 	 	 	 	 In recent years there have been several thorough investigations by universities on the well-known 

wartime event ‘Student’s Departure to the Front’, but in terms of academic research it can be said that 
this has only just begun. In this report, in light of the recent investigations on the ‘Student’s Departure 
to the Front’, the results and topics for further research work will be introduced. Also, I would like to 
include and consider the significance of investigating the ‘Student’s Departure to the Front’ for us 
now. 

 
	 Report:	 Wartime Records as seen from Japanese Art History                       Dōshin Satō 
	 	 	 	 	 In recent years, the debates around the collection, categorisation, and organisation of historical 

materials for art have moved from the ‘document’ to the ‘archive’. A transformation in the way of 
recording contemporary art, the focus changing from the work itself to recorded materials, is one of 
the causes of this. The situation of the wartime’s art documents is also actually very similar to this. I 
would like to compare and see from many examples how, during the war, war-related art and history 
was exhibited. 

 
Report:	 Tokyo Academy of Music’s records of the ‘Student’s Departure to the Front’ and the 
        University Archives	                                           Kumiko Hashimoto 

	 	 	 	 	 In the year before last, being 70 years after the war, Geidai Archives (Historical Documents Section) 
investigated, by request, written documents about two of the students who studied at the Tokyo 
Academy of Music during the ‘Student’s Departure to the Front’. From this there began an 
investigation of the records, aiming towards the verification of the wartime musical education and 
performance activities as well as an elucidation of the actual situation of the student collective that 
was matriculated during this time. Adding to the current state of information, newly collected 
information (including recordings), various records, and memories accumulated will be utilised; and 
also I would like to reconsider the archive itself, taking knowledge and culture as its foundation. With 
this example of investigating the ‘Student’s Departure to the Front’, the role and potential of the 
University’s archives will also be discussed. 
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University Archives and Digital Archives 
Shunya Yoshimi 

	 Everyone knows the fact that the 21st century is an era of societies based on digital knowledge. Data 
science – for instance Big Data, AI, IoT – has massive input from the national budget, while the distresses of 
the many underfunded disciplines of the humanities appears not to be financially recognised. Furthermore, the 
technology created from now is the basis for the large amount of new commercial archives appearing, and the 
migration to digital mediums by newspapers, magazines, broadcasting is also rapidly developing. Clearly in 
the 21st century a revolutionary change of this huge knowledge base (which also occurred from Gutenberg’s 
letterpress printing of the late 15th century) is now occurring, and paper is gradually losing its place as the 
main medium of intellectual activity for humans. 
	 In these circumstances, what policies can be made to implement a collaboration between archives, who’s 
main task has been the preservation and utilisation of paper documents, and this rush to digital archives? This 
question is an especially urgent subject for university archives because a university is an institution that 
accumulates an enormous amount of written documents from the past, yet in recent years much decision 
making is done electronically. Also, a university holds an enormity of historical documents or research 
materials through not only paper anymore, so there is the question of how to digitally accumulate and share in 
this new way. Furthermore, digitalisation blur these boundaries between materials that are written books and 
those that are not, and also other materials; we can hope and expect many archive institutions will integrate 
and develop together for this. Especially a university like Tokyo University of the Arts, where there are many 
materials connected to performances from music scores or recordings or art works, video records, art and 
design blueprints etc. There must be a huge amount of records and materials stored that are not included 
within the normal category of books. So what is crucial is not only the wide digitalisation and public release 
of such materials, but also their utilisation in new works and education. 
	 In this symposium, the records of the students who died in military service are used as the theme. However, 
this is one example I wish to use in consideration of university archives and the future of archives. What 
should be discussed in the symposium in a university in the 21st century is the records of students, staff, and 
what they have done at the university, and then by handling these records, the question is if they can be 
brought to life or not. Just like the students who died in military service, the traces of the students who took 
part in the student movement from the 1950s until the 60s can become a theme for research; because of this 
conflict at the end of the 60s, the question of how the universities opposed the students who protested can also 
probably become a theme for further research. By building up a verification of these kind of records, we are 
able to imagine what the university is and the future of universities, and also how in a university any kind of 
relationship between staff and students should be made. 
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Chair/Panellist Profile 
Shunya Yoshimi 
Born in Tokyo in 1957. Professor at the Graduate School of Initiative in Information Studies, Tokyo University. 
Graduate of the College of Arts and Sciences, Department of Humanities and Social Sciences. He continued his 
studies in the graduate school of the same university and left with a doctorate in Sociological Research. He 
specialises in sociology, cultural studies, and media. From 2006-08 he was the head of Tokyo University’s 
Graduate School of Initiative in Information Studies and the Graduate School of Interdisciplinary Information 
Studies. Then from 2009-12 he was the director of the Tokyo University Newspaper, and from 2010-14 the vice 
president of Tokyo University, also the Head of the Educational Planning Office and the Global Leadership 

Education Program at this university. He was head of the Archives Section of the University of Tokyo from 2010-2013 and, since 2017, 
has been the board chairman of the University of Tokyo Press. His research spans from considering the creation of drama in collective 
spaces to the popular culture of contemporary Japan, daily life, and cultural politics. Major publications include: Toshi no 
doramatourugi– (Dramaturgy of the City, Kawadebunko), Media Jidai no Bunkashakaigaku (Sociocultural Studies of the Era of 
Media, Shinyosha), Karuchuraru Sutadi–zu (Cultural Studies, Iwanami Shoten), Banpaku to Sengonihon (World Expo and Post-war 
Japan, Kōdansha Gakujutsubunko), Posuto Sengoshakai  (Post-postwar Society, Iwanami Shinsho), Yume no Genshiryoku (Nuclear 
Power of Dreams, Chikuma Shinsho), ‘Bunkeigakubu Haishi’ no Shōgeki (The Shock of the ‘Abolition of the Humanities’, Shūeisha 
Shinsho), Dai Yogen (Great Prophesy, Shūeisha Shinsho) etc. 

 
Shin Nishiyama 
In 1993 completed units in Kyoto University’s Graduate School of Letters. In the same year he became an 
academic assistant at Kyoto University and was engaged in editing the  Kyōtodaigaku Hyakunenshi 
(100-year History of Kyoto University). In 2001 he became an assistant professor at the Kyoto University 
Archives, and became professor in 2012. His area of research is Japanese contemporary and modern history, 
recently focussing on the ‘Student’s Departure to the Front’, wartime higher education institutions. Major 
editions and articles include Gakkō Enkakushi no Kenkyū (School Development Research, Noma 
Kyōikukenkyūjo, 2008, 2013, 2016), ‘Chōshū Yūyo Teishi ni Kansuru Ikutsuka no Mondai ni tsuite’ (‘Some 

Questions on Student Conscription in 1943’) in Kyōtodaigaku Daigaku Bunshokan Kenkyū Kiyō (Research Bulletin of Kyoto 
University Archives) Volume 14, 2006 etc. 
 

Doshin Sato 
Born in Akita prefecture in 1956. Specialises in Modern Japanese Art History. He graduated from the 
Tōhoku University Faculty of Arts and Letters master’s course and in 1981 worked at the Itabashi Art 
Museum, and then in 1982 the Tokyo Research Institute for Cultural Properties. In 1994 he began working 
at Tokyo University of the Arts, where he is currently a professor. Completed a survey of modern Japanese 
art in the USA between 1985-86, and conducts research into the gap in the views on Japanese Art (history) 

between Japan and the West, as well as conducting institutional research on contemporary and modern Japanese ‘art’. Major 
publications include ‘Nihon Bijutsu’ Tanjō (The Birth of ‘Japanese Art’, Kōdansha, 1996), Meiji Kokka to Kindai Bijutsu (The 
Meiji Nation and Modern Art, Yoshikawa Kōbunkan, 1999), Bijutsu no Aidentiti– (The Identity of Art, Ibid., 2007), Bijutsu no 
Nihon Kingendaishi (Art’s Cotemporary and Modern History of Japan, Co-editor, Tokyo Bijutsu, 2014) etc. 

 
Kumiko Hashimoto 
Graduated in musicology at Tokyo University of the Arts, Faculty of Music as well as the master’s course in 
musicology from the graduate school of the same university. Part-time lecturer at the Geidai Archives (Historical 
Documents Section). Specialises in Japanese contemporary and modern music history, and archive studies. Was 
an editor of the six volumes of music for Tōkyōgeijutsudaigaku Hyakunenshi (100-year History of Tokyo 
University of the Arts, 1987-2004), and is reinvestigating the Tokyo Academy of Music in light of contemporary 
Japan. Pianisuto Ogura Sueko to Tōkyōongakugakkō (The Pianist Ogura Sueko and the Tokyo Academy of Music, 
Co-editor, 2011), ‘Norisugi Kaju Kōchō Jidai no Tōkyōongakugakkō Shōwa 3-nen–20-nen: Sono Kengaku no 

Seishin no Gugenka to Shakaikyōikuron no Jissen 1 − 4’ (2007-2013) etc. (‘Tokyo Academy of Music under the leadership of Norisugi 
Kaju, 1928-1945: Realization of its founding spirit and social education in practice’). 
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The Present is Made up of the Past, the Past is Made up by the Present  
Director of the Music Integrated Research Center, Faculty of Music, Tokyo University of the Arts  Kin’ya Osumi 

 
	 ‘The present is made up of the past’ is a statement easy to understand. Our present knowledge and also our 
lives are all a result of the actions built up by our predecessors, including learning from the mistakes of the 
past. Our existence today owes much to a history of the past. 
	 On the other hand, what exactly is it to say ‘the past is made up by the present’? Our present selves are able 
to know events of the past because the people lived in each era’s ‘present’ left records of what was deemed 
worthy of handing down. Of course, by coincidence many things have been handed down to us in the course 
of events, but we cannot forget the existence of people who made conscious efforts to make sure that certain 
events are not left to be forgotten in the depths of history. On the other hand, as there are movements to erase 
inconvenient records, including the resistance against such unfair activities, handing down the ‘past’ is a large 
responsibility – a mission toward the future for the people living in each ‘present’. 
	 In this way, an archive is not for emersion in nostalgia of the past, and not only for the archivisation of 
something only when convenient to do so. If one explores the origin of the word ‘archive’, we arrive at the 
Greek word ‘Arche’ which means ‘origin’ or ‘foundation’. Who are ‘we’, and what kind of past have we gone 
through to become the ‘us’ of today, and because of this why should we continue from now? The archive is an 
indispensible piece of infrastructure for answering these kinds of foundational questions connected to our 
present and future. 
 

I Cannot Stay an Outsider 
Tokyo University of the Arts, Faculty of Music, Professor of Musicology  Eizaburō Tsuchida 

 
	 There are many ideas directly connected to the impetus for starting today’s project. Firstly, in May last year 
the event ‘Message from Painting Students’ (a small concert to remember the students killed in the war with a 
lecture from Mugonkan’s Mr. Seiichirō Kuboshima) was held by the ‘Tokyo University of the Arts Volunteer 
Association for Freedom and Peace’. Then Kumiko Hashimoto of the Faculty of Music’s Geidai Archives 
(Historical Documents Section), was granted research funding to start investigating the music academy 
students during the war; and from several years ago, at this university, performances of the musical works of 
students who died in military service have been gradually taking place. Also, by request of my colleague 
Kin’ya Osumi, this university as a whole has gradually started a movement encouraging archive activity. 
Lastly, the presence of expert general producer Mr. Yutaka Oishi, of the Performing Arts Center, must also be 
mentioned. 
	 I also was somewhat involved in Geidai’s 100-year history project, and the ‘Tokyo University of the Arts 
Sound Archive’ that opened in what was then the Music Research Center. The official documents, purchased 
books, and music score sources left unexplored by the ‘hundred year history’ were investigated by the 
musicology department, and I was involved in this. Having experience in a position of responsibility in the 
library etc. I have always felt strongly about the importance of the university archives. Today’s ‘Students who 
Died in Military Service’ are just a selected few students, and this is nothing more than merely the start. What 
was originally the music school, art school, and then the film school are included in Tokyo University of the 
Arts’ history; the digging up, research, and public release of historical documents related to the university’s 
history as a whole are the activities we should be looking at. In terms of the wartime events, all art students 
and educators outside of this university can be the object of investigation. I am currently not a committee 
member of the archive institution, but as a faculty member undertaking the study of music history, I hope to be 
involved and support it as much as possible. 
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Lecture-concert ‘Messages from the Students who Died in Military Service’ 
30th July 2017 (Sunday) 14:00 (Doors open 13:15) Tokyo University of the Arts Sōgakudō Concert Hall (in 
the university campus) 
Chair and program director：Yutaka Oishi (Professor, Tokyo University of the Arts Performing Arts Center) 
 

◆ Part1	  Messages from the Students who Died in Military Service: Kuzuhara & Kitō 
M-1	 Mamoru Kuzuhara  Art Song Inu to Kumo (The Dog and Cloud) (words by Yaso Saijo) 

Ten：Takamasa Sawahara／Pf：Asahi Matsuoka 
 
M-2	 Mamoru Kuzuhara  Art Song	 Kanashii Mono Yo (It is a Sad Thing) 

Sop：Ami Kanaji／Pf：Asahi Matsuoka 
 

M-3	 Mamoru Kuzuhara  Oboe Solo (untitled) 
Ob：Reo Kawamura／Pf：Kunitaka Kokaji 

 
	 Talk: ‘Wartime ‘Records’ and ‘Memories’ toward the Future’ 

(Lecturer, Geidai Archives (Historical Documents Section), Faculty of Music, Tokyo University of the Arts: 
Kumiko Hashimoto 

 
M-4	  Kyōichi Kitō	 Requiem 

Org：Keiko Nakata 
 

M-5	  Kyōichi Kitō	 Untitled (Allegretto in C Major) 
Vn：Kazuki Sawa／Pf：Akiyoshi Sako 

 
	 Talk: Wartime Composition Education (Tokyo University of the Art, Faculty of Music, Professor of 
Composition: Kunitaka Kokaji) 
 
M-6	  Kyōichi Kitō	 Art Song Ame (Rain) (words by Fumiko Shimizu) 

Mez：Kazuko Nagai／Pf：Yuko Mori 
 

◆Part2	 ‘Messages’ and Discussion 
M-7 Hiroshi Kusakawa Class Song (words by Noriyoshi Isshiki, who was supervised by Keijirō Kazamaki) 
(Supervised by Kiyoshi Nobutoki) 

Cond：Yoshihiro Chiba 
Almuni and Student Volunteer Choir: 

Ami Kanaji, Oomori Ayaka, Maria Asakura, Marino Yokoze, 
Takaomi Suzawa, Naoki Kawada, Tamon Inoue, Shohei Takasaki 
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	 Discussion: ‘Listening to the Voice of Those Who Experienced the War: a Conversation with 
Students’ 

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 Guest：Megumi Ohnaka (composer), Gyoji Nomiyama (artist of western art) 
Tokyo University of the Arts students and almuni volunteers: 

Yujirō Ariyoshi, Sōdai Kambara, Asuka Kuno (2nd year composition students) 
Yuki Yano (2nd year oil painting master’s student), Haruko Sasakawa (graduate of intermedia art) 

 
M-8	 Megumi Ohnaka Art Song Horobasha (Covered Wagon) (words by Yaso Saijo) 

Ten：Takamasa Sawahara／Pf：Asahi Matsuoka 
 
＜Interval＞ 
 

◆Part3	  Messages from the Students who Died in Military Service:	Kusakawa & Murano 
M-9 Hiroshi Kusakawa Art Song Tasogare (Twilight) (Words by Toson Shimazaki) 

Bar: Shuntarō Tanaka／Pf：Asahi Matsuoka 
 

	 Talk: ‘About Mr. Hiroshi Kusakawa: Reading Aloud his Diary’ 
Reader: Ami Kanaji 

 
M-10 Hiroshi Kusakawa Art Song Urashima (words by Toson Shimazaki) 

Ten：Takamasa Sawahara／Pf：Asahi Matsuoka 
 
M-11 Hiroshi Kusakawa Piano Sonata No. 1 
	 	 	  I -	Allegro con brio	 	 	 	 	 	 	 II -	Adagio espressivo 
	 	 	 III -	Scherzo, Presto	 	 	 	 	 	 	 IV -	Rondo, Allegro 

Pf：Takahiro Akiba 
 
M-12 Koji Murano	 Art Song Kimi no Tame (For Your Majesty) (words by Prince Munenaga) 

Bar: Shuntarō Tanaka／Pf：Asahi Matsuoka 
 

M-13 Koji Murano	 Art Song Kono Asa no Nagekai wa (This Morning’s Grieving is) (words by Atsuo Ohki) 
Bas: Shohei Takasaki／Pf：Asahi Matsuoka 

M-14 Koji Murano	 Art Song Omotage no Yume (Heavy Dream) ( words by Tatsuji Miyoshi) 
Bar：Shuntarō Tanaka／Vc：Nanami Narita／Pf：Asahi Matsuoka 

 
M-15 Koji Murano	 Opera Koruha no Dokushō (Koruha’s Solo Song) from Act II of 《The White Fox》 
(libretto by Okakura Kakuzō) 

Mez：Kazuko Nagai／Pf：Yuko Mori 
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Composer Profiles & Description of Works (Kumiko Hashimoto) 
Mamoru Kuzuhara 

Born in Tokyo on 22nd October 1922 (Taishō 11). Studied with the singer Shin'ichi 
Takarai at the Prefectural Fifth Middle School (Currently Koishikawa Secondary 
Education School). In 1940 (Shōwa 15) he entered the preparatory course of the Tokyo 
Academy of Music, and the next year he entered the main course as a piano major. His 
teachers here were Kikushi Tanaka on the preparatory course, and Noboru Toyomasu on 
the main course. He had two lessons per week, and Yoshinao Nakata was a fellow student 
with him. In November 1942 he played Franck’s Symphonic Variations as a soloist with 
Noboru Toyomasu’s accompaniment for the 142nd Hōkokudan concert, and next in 

September 1943 (Shōwa 18) he performed Chopin’s Fantasy in F-minor (Op.49) for his graduation recital, for 
‘advanced graduation’ (early graduation for conscription). In March of the next year he was called to military 
duty, he contracted a disease in the Philippines, and on the 12th April 1945 (Shōwa 20) he died in Taipei 
Military Hospital, Muruyama Temporary Branch. His father was the teacher and children’s poem writer 
Shigeru Kuzuhara. His four-year elder brother Takashi died in the Battle of the Coral Sea on the 8th May 1942 
(Shōwa 17), after participating in the attack on Pearl Harbour. Shigeru’s older brother Tamotsu also died in 
battle in the Russo-Japanese War on 14th June 1904 (Meiji 37). 
 
Explanation of Works 
Art Song The Dog and Cloud 
Words by Yaso Saijo. The score for The Dog and Cloud has two versions, that are both included in the same 
notebook. In the earlier version, the notes were written in pencil and these are written into the next version 
with new corrections. It is difficult to judge if the corrections were written by him or if this second version is 
the finished work. The year it was composed is unclear, but from the fact that before this in 1937(Shōwa 12) a 
choral work by Kunihiko Hashimoto, which used the same text, was published*, it is highly likely that this 
could have been often used in composition exercises around that time. On the 6th April 2003 (Heisei 15), in 
Ueda City’s Shinshū International Music Village ‘Hall Kodama’, Nagano Prefecture, the ‘Memorial Music 
Institute to Commemorate the Music Student who Died in Military Service Preparation Committee’ was 
established and at this event a performance of The Dog and Cloud by the soprano Hiroko Adachi and the 
pianist Keiko Seki took place at the Shinshū International Music Village Foundation sponsored ‘1st Concert to 
Commemorate the Music Students who Died in Military Service’. 
* Ongaku Yon (Music Vol. 4) Kaju Norisugi (Editor), Teikokushokan, 1937. In five volumes for educational use in 

Normal Schools, Girl’s High Schools, and Vocational Schools. 

 
Art Song Kanashii Mono Yo (It is a Sad Thing) 
Date of composition is unknown. The words could be thought of as possibly his own work. The words written 
on the score are as follows: ‘It is a sad thing, separating, mountain’s cherry blossoms, said this morning. It is a 
sad thing, separating, the bay’s soft breeze, said the evening. So, it is you, lets go to the beach. It is a sad thing, 
separation.’ If compared with the neat scores he took to lessons Kuzuhara’s It is a Sad Thing seems to 
resemble sketches or a memo of an idea. However, the melody also appears in two works for oboe, so it can 
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be guessed that this work has some sort of importance for the composer. On the 23rd November 2014 (Heisei 
26), in Fukuyama City, Kannabechō’s ‘39th Kannabe Music Festival’ this work was performed by the soprano 
Ayako Murakami and the pianist Emiko Satō. 
 
Oboe Solo (untitled) 
A work for Oboe solo with piano. One wonders what kind of title the composer thought of for the work. On 
the paper ‘〜［    ］〜 (Oboe Solo)’ is written, as is ‘Main Course 2nd Year Mamoru Kuzuhara’. 
Kuzuhara become a second year student of the Main Course in May, when his older brother Takashi died. The 
compositional materials are the melody from the song It is a Sad Thing and this also appears in the piano 

interlude, and variations on fragments of the melody are also attempted. Alongside corrections written by a 
thick pencil, the ‘Hashimoto’ seal had been pressed on the score, which could signify that Kunihiko 
Hashimoto’s advice was given after reviewing the score. The performance today uses the version of the work 
after the teacher’s revisions, and it is only in cases where it is difficult to read that Kuzuhara’s original ideas 
are taken. At the previously mentioned ‘39th Kannabe Music Festival’, Yukie Yokota on the oboe and Emiko 
Satō on the piano performed the work. 
 
Special Thanks 
Thank you to Mrs. Yasuko Kuzuhara (Mamoru’s younger sister) for the materials and information she 
entrusted with us, also to Makoto (Yasuko’s eldest son) for his support. It seems until Yasuko was interviewed 
at the 2003(Heisei 15) Shinshū concert, the memories and rare works of her two brothers remained sealed. 
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Kyoichi Kitō 
Born in Aichi prefecture on 10th June 1922 (Taishō 11). In April 1942 (Shōwa 17) he 
entered the Tokyo Academy of Music preparatory course. The following year in April he 
advanced to the Main Course in the composition department. He studied composition 
with Kiyoshi Nobutoki, music theory with Kunihiko Hashimoto and piano with Tatsuo 
Mizutani, taking each lesson twice a week. In October that year, because of the ‘special 
collective temporary postponement of studies’, the conscript postponement measures that 
included students were abolished and on 15th November a ‘Provisional Graduation 
Ceremony’ took place to postpone studies. In December he entered the Ohtake Marine 

Corps, then the Mie Naval Air Corps and the Tsuiki Naval Air Corps, then on 29th July 1945 (Shōwa 20) the 
Kasumigaura Naval Air Corps; during flying training for Japan’s first liquid fuel rocket interceptor ‘Shūsui’ 
that was being developed, according to hearsay* from a colleague, a helicopter suddenly flew in front of the 
aircraft, which caused it to crash into a bunker, and Kitō died. He was born into a wealthy liquor store owning 
household but did not have a piano, and took the entrance exam for the Tokyo Academy of Music without his 
parents knowing. His family home was burned down by air raids, but scores that avoided destruction in the 
Tokyo air raids, and the music notebook found at the address assigned to him have survived. 
 
*According to his younger sister Akiko, most of the Kitō family visited his remains the next day and asked one of his 

military friends about his death, who is said to have stated ‘this is forbidden for me to say but, to avoid clashing with a 

helicopter in front the aircraft, he crashed into a bunker’. The Kasumigaura Naval Air Corps during time is still 

currently being researched. 

 
Explanation of Works 
Requiem 
There is a dedication written: ‘For the departed spirit of Masahiro’. Kitō’s good friend and cousin of the same 
age, Masahiro Satō (10th (March 1922-24th February 1942), was drafted into the military academy in the 
autumn of 1940. Near the Sittang River in Burma before the Yangoon battle strategy, as a lieutenant with a 
squad of six, he encountered enemy officer scouts and died in battle. The composition can be seen as being 
composed either before or after he entered the Tokyo Academy of Music. In F Major with no indication of 
instruments, it is similar to a chorale and is seventeen bars long. Adagio, grazioso, espressivo, dolce markings 
are performed as the composer intended and express the work. The score avoided destruction in the Tokyo 
home of the Satō family. Stored in the Yūshū collection of the Yasukuni Shrine. 
 
Untitled (Allegretto C Major) 
The work is untitled stating simply ‘Allegro (Crotchet=60)’. It is a three-part work for a melodic instrument 
and piano, ‘6th July 1944 In the Tsuiki Air Corps’. In the spring of 1944, he moved from the Mie Naval Air 

Corps to the Tsuki Naval Air Corps and there Kitō, by coincidence, saw again Chieko Sanui who he had met 
at the Tokyo Academy of Music. Sanui was evacuated with his whole family to near the Tsuiki Air Corps and 
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was working there as a general administrator. Kitō on Sunday leave would play piano at Sanui’s house or 
organ at a nearby elementary school. Memories from his friends suggest that even in military training he had 
music staff paper, and it is said that in performances of military songs he stood in a circle of two-hundred 
classmates, and sang and conducted each verse at a time, leading all the members. 
*Ryō Shirota Sekibetsu no Fu (‘Regretful Parting Tune’) Kisama to Ore: Kaigun Daiikki Hikōsenshū Yobiseitokai Hen 

(You and Me: First Stage Naval Air Preparatory Pilate Student Meeting Edition) (1976) 

 

Art Song Ame (Rain) 
‘2604.10.30-2604.11.3 Completed in the Tsuiki Air Corps’ is written on the score. The imperial year 2604 is 
1944 (Shōwa 19), so it was composed in the same year as ‘allegretto’. As for the poem and the poet, it seems 
to be only known that it was written by a reader of a Wakayama Prefecture Women’s magazine. The early 
summer had the smell of a smoky-light rain scented tachibana, a momento of a “brave man” perished in the 
south arrives, for a woman. In the poem the grief is suppressed by the words. So the art song Rain is 
dramatically depicting the sorry of a woman in the pure start of summer. Kitō told his younger sister ‘I want to 
write lifelike human opera similar Carmen’, perhaps here we even can see a glimpse of Kitō as an opera 
composer. In September 1975, the soprano Etsuko Miyake. accompanied by Akiko Satō’s piano playing, 
recorded this work; in July 2015 at the open campus of this university it was performed like today at a 
rehearsal by Kazuko Nagai and Yuko Mori. In August of the same year, Nagoya’s chorus group ‘kokoroni’ 
premiered this work in public concert, with Nanao Narita as soprano and Eri Jūsa on piano. The score is 
stored in the Yūshū collection of the Yasukuni Shrine. 
 
Special Thanks 
Thanks to Masatomo Satō and Akiko Satō for the donated materials and information, and Masaaki Kitō 
(Nephew), Yuko Sanui (Chieko’s son in law), and to Takashi Okazaki’s for the information suggested from the 
homepage ‘Composers of Japan 10’. 
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Hiroshi Kusakawa 
Born on 28th October 1921 (Taishō 10) in Tokyo. In April 1940 (Shōwa 15) he entered 
the Preparatory Course of the Tokyo Academy of Music. The following April he entered 
the Main Course in the composition department. He studied with Kiyoshi Nobutoki, 
Kan'ichi Shimofusa, Kunihiko Hashimoto, and Helmut Fellmer, and was given ‘advanced 
graduation’ in September 1943, and also studied conducting in the research department. 
His graduate work Sōmeikyoku Ichōchō (Sonata in A Major) was performed by Masayasu 
Ohshima. On 15th June 1944 he was conscripted. On the 2nd June 1945 he died in battle 

on Baguio, Luzon Island. Twenty of his works have been identified that can still be performed. In the 
Shōnantō Nyūjō Shukuka (Song to Celebrate Entering Shōnan Island)*  for solo voice, chamber choir, and 
piano – which reaches fifty pages in length – there are indications of orchestral instruments, and one can see 
an image of a cantata. In his diary, he states he wants to publish Toson Shimazaki’s song collection, and wrote 
that he was deeply moved and excited by the letter calling him to duty. His father was Shin Kusakawa 
(composer), who’s eldest son was Nobuo Kusakawa (organ, theory, education), the third son was Tomotada 
Kusakawa (violin and composition) who graduated from the Tokyo Academy of Music education course, and 
his cousin Kei Kusakawa was two years above him in the composition department.    * Shōnan Island: Singapore  

 

Explanation of Works 
Class Song 
For mixed four voice choir. The Mimeograph printed score states: ‘Lively and Strongly’, ‘Noriyoshi Isshiki’s 
words, supervised by Prof. Kazamaki. Composed by Hiroshi Kusakawa, supervised by Prof. Nobutoki’. In 
1940 (Shōwa 15) he entered the school as a new student and the work paints a picture of the lively daily 
student life. Isshiki was a trumpet major at this time but in August 1942 he left the academy due to illness, so 
the work was probably written prior to this. Keijirō Kazamaki was a teacher of Japanese language and 
literature, and Kiyoshi Nobutoki was Kusakawa’s mentor. The same score was found alongside the rare works 
of Mamoru Kuzuhara, but only Kusakawa’s score has the obbligato accompaniment. There is no score for the 
accompaniment or perhaps it was sung with additional instruments. 
 
Art Song Tasogare (Twilight) 
The poem is from Toson Shimazaki poem collection Rakubaishū (Fallen Plum Collection) of 1901(Meiji 34). 
On the score at the end ‘Written on 2604.5.4’ is written, one month before he was called to duty. In his diary 
entry of 5th May 1944 ‘Twilight completed’ is written and on the 18th of the same month ‘I was asked today 
at the academy by Ms. Nanba to show him my Lied tomorrow so I spent the whole day making a clean copy 
of Urashima and Twilight. In the diary ‘Ms’ is written so we can assume she was an older person. According 
to his younger brother Makoto, Ms. Nanba was his cousin Chizuko Nanba who was studying vocal music in 
Tokyo Academy of Music, and was in the same year with Hiroshi’s cousin Kei, and liked Hiroshi’s 
works. Thus Kusakawa could have heard a performance of Twilight. It is a beautiful song that is moving in its 
tranquility. 
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Art Song Urashima 
The poem is from the Rakubaishū (Fallen Plum Collection). According to the diary, on the 7th January 1944 
(Shōwa 19) Kiyoshi Nobutoki praised the chosen poem and gave him supportive words. There are three 
versions of the score and what can be thought of as the clean copy has ‘Composed in 2604.3.9’ written on it; 
in the diary entry for the next day (10th) it states Nobutoki said ‘the atmosphere is coming out well’ but he 
also wrote here ‘however, I was told that speaking from vocal technique, the singing continues for too long so 
it feels difficult to perform, so I need to pay further attention to breaths when writing music for singers.’ A 
rhythm that matches the words, changes of key to match the story, three roles of the Narrator, Urashima, and 
Otohime etc. the work is full of ambitious challenges. Other surviving art songs include Aki ni Kakurete 
(Hidden in the Autumn),	Kani no Uta (The Crab Song) (Both words by Toson), Banshū (Late Autumn) (Words 
by Rofu Miki), Hoshi to Hana (Stars and Flowers) (words by Bansui Doi). 
 
Piano Sonata No.1 
The first movement is ‘Allegro con brio’ in F Major, the second movement is ‘Adagio espressivo’ in B-flat 
Major, the third movement is ‘Scherzo, Presto’ in F Major, and the fourth movement is ‘Rondo, Allegro’ in 
F-major. It is an ambitious work of four movements, thirty-pages long. ‘This work was composed in 1941’ is 
written but it is unclear if it was performed. The first works of Kusakawa to appear in the Tokyo Academy of 
Music performance records is on the 6th February 1943 at the 143rd Hōkokudan concert, where ‘Scherzo’ and 
‘Rondo’ are played by his senior Masayasu Ohshima on the piano, a fourth year student at that time. Sonata 
No. 1’s third and fourth movements ‘Scherzo’ and ‘Rondo’ are not the same works. 
  
Special Thanks 
‘I think the best thing in my life was that I was able to meet my older brother’ is what Makoto Kusakawa 
(Hiroshi’s younger brother) said. Thank you very much to Makoto for the valuable information about Hiroshi 
and his friends at the academy, as well as entrusting us with scores, the diary, and notes from Hiroshi’s student 
days. 
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Koji Murano 
On the 30th July 1923 (Taishō 12) he was born in Hyōgo prefecture. According to his 
father Sadaaki’s memorandum ‘Know the death of Koji’, Murano started to self-teach 
composition with much zeal when he was a third year student at middle school. As 
preparation for the Academy’s entry exam, he composed for Toson Shimazaki’s poems 
such as Kousagi no Uta (Small Rabbit Song) Aki wa Munashiushite (The Autumn 
Disappears in Vain) and he entered the Preparatory Course of the Tokyo Academy of 
Music in 1942 (Shōwa 17). He learned composition with Kan'ichi Shimofusa (Murano 

was in the same department at the same time as Ikuma Dan) and he studied theory with Kunihiko Hashimoto 
and piano with Susumu Nagai. In autumn of the first year of the Main Course, the student exemption to 
conscription was abolished and he attended a provisional graduation ceremony on the 15th on November 
before taking leave of his studies. In the ‘Concert by Students Leaving to the Front’, within the academy, the 
composition ‘Opera according to the legend of Kuzunoha’《The White Fox》 Second Act The White Fox 
‘Koruha’ solo song’ is listed as being performed; he then proceeded to recorded several of his own works and 
entered military service in December. On the 21st August 1945 in Bunhyang, Luzon Island, Philippines he 
took his own life. Most of his scores were destroyed in the air raid on Fukui for the evacuation, but《The 
White Fox》and many other works avoided destruction in his Kobe family home. 
 
Explanation of Works 
Art Song Kimi no Tame (For Your Majesty) 
Imperial Poem by Prince Munenaga (or Muneyoshi), composition by Koji Murano. ‘8th December 1942 
TOKYO’ is written on the score and is a work from his time on the Preparatory Course. This is from a poem 
of the royal family, from between the late Kamakura period to the Northern and Southern Courts period
（1311-85）’Kimi no tame Yo no tame Nanika Oshikaramu Sutete kaiaru Inochi Nariseba’ (‘For your majesty, 
for the world, without any regret I sacrifice my life,’). At the time of this composition, Kiyoshi Nobutoki 
himself also composed works influenced by the Meiji emperor’s writings etc. and students also used such 
works and older poem collections for the subjects of their compositions. Kimi no Tame was created in this 
kind of historical background. SP records include Murano’s own singing and at that time was recorded with 
piano accompaniment by Miyoko Takahashi. The SP recordings, including the three works below, can be 
listened to here http://www.asahi-net.or.jp/~uw7a-mrn/KojiMurano/ 
 
Art Song Kono Asa no Nagekai wa (This Morning’s Grieving is) 
 ‘Composed on 10th April 1943, revised on 25th April 1943 TOKYO’ and ‘Lento, tranquillamente’ is what is 
written of the score. From Atsuo Ohki’s (1895-1977) poem collection Kaze, Hikari, Konoha (Wind, Light, 
Tree Leaves) (1925) the poem ‘Aki no Hitomi’ (‘Autumn’s Eyes’) was used. The nineteen year-old Murano 
was deeply inspired by ‘Nagekai’ (‘Grieving’), and likely felt that something could be done musically with the 
poem. Endless sorrow is depicted with gradual descending scales, and following this movement the harmony 
is full of changing colours that, quietly, are always sinking deeper. Ryōsuke Hatanaka, who was two years 
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above him at the school, was recorded singing this with Murano playing the piano accompaniment. 
 
Art Song Omotage no Yume (Heavy Dream) 
For solo voice, cello or violin and piano. The poem is Tatsuji Miyoshi’s ‘Umi Rokushō’ (‘Six Chapters of the 
Sea’) taken from Ittenshō (One Bell) (1941). ‘Lento ♪=72-76’ and ‘sempre cantabile’ are written on the score. 
Apart from the clean copy there is also a cello part score, a violin part score and several other manuscripts. 
The gentle swell of the piano invites the cello’s part while the words ‘Omotage no Yume Hateshinaku 
Utsuutsu to Nemuru Watatsumi (‘Endlessly heavily dreaming, gloomily sleeping god of the sea) are sung. A 
recording was made by his senior of two years, Toshiko Toda, as the solo singer and his senior of one year 
Midori Inoue on the cello, with he himself on the piano. The date of the composition is unclear. 
 
Second act from the Opera The White Fox Koruha no Dokushō (Koruha’s Solo Song) 
The White Fox is Kakuzō Okakura’s original work, with an opera libretto in English (1913) for which Murano 
used Rokurō Kiyomi 1939 translation Byakko −− Ongaku wo Tomonau Sanmaku no Youseigeki (White Fox: 
Music with Three Acts of Fairy Drama). While the wife of Yasuna, the lord of Abeno, is away the fox Koruha 
takes the form of his wife and lives happily with Yasuna, but the wife returns and Koruha leaves a note and 
disappears. In act II of the Opera Koruha’s Solo Song is the scene where Koroha prays to the moon to take the 
form of a person to help Yasuna, who had looked after him. The Japanese-like melodies are sung over 
Debussy-flavoured harmonies. The year of composition is unclear. What still survives is pages 27-37 of Act II	
and a final page that states ‘extra’ ‘continuing from p. 37 Act II .’ In the ‘Concert by Students leaving to the 
front Koruha’s Solo Song is listed, and so that it could be performed alone it seems the final parts were 
compiled together, and as a result only the《The White Fox》part stayed the same as the composer wrote it. The 
score evaded destruction in the war and the performance of it on SP record is by Toshiko Toda and Miyoko 
Takahashi. 
 
Special Thanks 
Thank you to Atsuko Nakabayashi (Koji’s Niece）for the scores and materials shown to and entrusted with us, 
and for the large amount of information given. We are also grateful for her editing of Wikipedia’s article on 
‘Koji Murano’ and also on Facebook etc. and the uploading of images of scores and recordings to the public 
there. 
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Profile of Participants 
Megumi Ohnaka (Composer) 
Born in Tokyo on 24th July 1924 (Taishō 13). His father was the composer of Yashi no Mi 
(Coconut) Ohnaka Toraji. In April 1942 (Shōwa 17) he entered the Tokyo Academy of Music as 
a composition major. He was at the school at the same time as Mr. Kitō Kyōichi and Mr. Koji 
Murano, who are also being introduced here today. In 1944, as a student of the Navy 
preparation program, he entered the Yokosuka Naval Corps. He had received ‘advanced 
graduation’ in September 1945. He created the ‘Donkey Group’ with Mr. Yoshinao Nakata and 
put his efforts into creating and developing music for children, and composed works such as Inu 

no Omawarisan (Policeman Dog) Sacchan (Little Sat) etc. For thirty years since 1957, he directed the choir ‘Chor 
Meg’ which performed only his compositions. At present, the number of his choral works, songs, and children’s 
songs he has composed reaches 2500. In 1989 he received the ‘Medal with Purple Ribbon’. He composed 
Horobasha (Covered Wagon) in 1943 while still a student, and intended this composition to be his will upon dying. 
 

Gyoji Nomiyama (Painter of Western Art) 
On 17th December 1920 (Taishō 9) he was born in Fukuoka Prefecture. He entered the oil 
painting Preparatory Course of the Tokyo School of Art in April 1938 (Shōwa 13). The 
following year he advanced to the Main Course. In September 1943 he was given ‘advanced 
graduation’ and was immediately sent to Manchuria as a private in the army, but was sent back 
to mainland Japan due to illness. In 1952 he went to France as a privately funded international 
student. In 1968 he began working as an assistant professor of Tokyo University of the Arts 

and taught there for thirteen years. In 1979, along with Mr. Seiichirō Kuboshima, he set out to gather the paintings 
of the students who were in the same year group as him, and established the Memorial Museum of Art Students 
who Died in Military Service ‘Mugonkan’. In 2014 he was awarded the Order of Culture. 
 

Kunitaka Kokaji（Composer） 
After completing graduate studies at Tokyo University of the Arts, he studied composition and 
piano accompaniment at the Conservatoire de Paris with Messian and Puig-Roget; also here he 
studied conducting at the University of Music and Performing Arts, Vienna, with Suitner. He 
was awarded first prize at the Xenakis composition competition in Paris, and was selected for 
the ISCM’s ‘World Music Days’ and so on. CD’s include Dupuru Rezonansu (Double 
Resonance) Madrigali I-VI (ALM Records) on texts by Natsuo Giniro, and more. As an author 
he has written Composition Methods from Bach to Webern, and supervised the publication of 

Kangenkgakuhō (Orchestration) a translation of Berlioz and R. Strauss’ work on orchestration (Both the above 
published by Ongaku no Tomosha), Sakkyoku no Shisō: Ongaku, Chi no Memoria (Concepts of Composition: 
Music: Memory of Knowledge), and a translation of Cherubini’s Cours de contrepoint et de fugue (both published 
by Artes Publishing) etc. Professor of composition at Tokyo University of the Arts, lecturer at Keio University. 
 
Kumiko Hashimoto 
Refer to symposium panelist profile. pg. 7 
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Yutaka Oishi (Producer) 
After graduating from Keio University in economics, he entered Nippon Educational 
Television (Currently TV Asahi). He mainly took charge of the music broadcasts, 
especially ’Untitled Concert’ etc. After this he was the producer for the talk program 
‘Tetsuko’s Room’, hosted by Ms. Tetsuko Kuroyanagi. In 2004 he left TV Asahi and was 
appointed associate professor of Tokyo University of the Arts Performing Arts Center. He has 
been involved in the ‘Geidai Project’, ‘Let’s Play With Geidai’ etc. and concert planning and 
production at the Sōgakudō Concert Hall. Also, he is involved in the organisation and staging 

of many concerts outside the university. He is currently a professor at the Tokyo University of the Arts Performing 
Arts Center. 
 
 

Profile of Performers 
Kazuki Sawa (Violin) 
In 1979 he completed graduate studies at Tokyo University of the Arts and received the ‘Ataka’ 
prize. He has won prizes at international competitions such as Long-Thibaud, Wieniawski, 
Munich. As a violinist he is internationally active and received the Ysaÿe Medal, Bordeaux 
Music Festival Gold Medal etc. In 1991 the Sawa Quartet was formed. He was awarded the 
Wakayama Prefecture Culture Prize in 2004. Currently, he is an Honorary Professor of the 
Royal Academy of Music and President of Tokyo University of the Arts. 

 
Akiyoshi Sako (Piano) 
Recipient of the Kreutzer Prize while in the Graduate School of Research at Tokyo University of 
the Arts. Completed the ‘Meister Class’ at Munich University of Music and Performing Arts. He 
was ranked highest at the Geneva International Music Competition, won the ‘Min-On’ 
competition in the chamber music category, and won the Jaén International Piano 
Competition. He was awarded the ABC International Music Prize. As a pianist, while 
continuing to be active both domestically and abroad, he debuted in 1999 as a conductor of the 
Kyūshu Symphony Orchestra. From then onwards he has been highly rated as a conductor, for each 

of the Japanese orchestras he conducted etc. and is also becoming widely noticed in this movement into conducting. He 
is currently a professor and dean of the Faculty of Music, Tokyo University of the Arts. 
 

Takahiro Akiba (Piano) 
He graduated from the Faculty of Music at Tokyo University of the Arts with the highest marks of 
the year. He was awarded the Ariadne Musica Prize, Ataka Prize, Acanthus Music Prize, and the 
Dōseikai Music Prize. He advanced to graduate studies at the same university, and completed the 
doctorate course there and completed studies at the Moscow Tchaikovsky Conservatory in Russia. 
He has given recitals at Tokyo Opera no Mori (Spring Festival in Tokyo) 2008, Eivere 
International Piano Festival (Estonia), Komitas International Music Festival (Armenia) etc. He is 

a part-time lecturer at the Faculty of Music, Tokyo University of the Arts. 
 
 

© A. Muto  
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Keiko Nakata(Organ) 
After graduating in sociology at the College of Humanities and Sciences, Tokyo Woman's 
Christian University, she graduated in organ performance at Tokyo University of the Arts. After 
completing a master’s at the same university, she went abroad to France and completed a 
performance course at the Conservatoire à rayonnement régional de Paris. She also won the 11th 
André Marchal International Organ Competition. In addition, she won the Giuseppe Englert Prize 
for the excellent interpretation of modern works. She is currently an organist for the United 

Church of Christ in Japan, Kamakura Yukinoshita Church, Tamagawa Seigakuin, and also a Educational Affairs 
Research Assistant at Tokyo University of the Arts. 
 
Reo Kawamura (Oboe) 

From Ōita Prefecture and studied the oboe since he was fourteen years old. After graduating from 
Ōita High School, then Senzoku Gakuen College of Music, he completed Tokyo University of the 
Arts’ Practical Music Course. Until now, he has studied oboe with both Yoshio Takata and 
Yoshiaki Obata. He studied chamber music with Naoshi Chiba, Isao Tsuji, Motoko Kawamura, 
and Kimio Yamane. While studying at Senzoku Gakuen, he was selected as a special performer 
and is participating in chamber music concerts by others who performed extremely well in the 

college’s examinations. 
 
Nanami Narita (Cello) 

After graduating from both the affiliated music high school and undergraduate course of Tokyo 
University of the Arts, she studied abroad in Vienna as a Rotary Foundation scholarship holder. 
She developed much while studying under Mr. Franz Bartolomey, previously the principal cello of 
the Vienna Philharmonia. Until now she has learned cello with Shinsuke Hanekawa, Fumiaki 
Kono, Shohei Uwamori, Ryoichi Fujimori, and Franz Bartolomey. She studied chamber music 
with Katsuya Matsubara, Toshihiko Ichitsubo, Kazunori Kawasaki, Kaoru Hanazaki, Hiroyasu 
Yamamoto, Seizo Azuma, and Rei Eguchi. 

 
Kazuko Nagai (Mezzo-Soprano) 
Graduated in vocal studies from Kunitachi College of Music and completed graduate studies at 
the same institution. When she completed her opera training course, she received the Shizuko 
Kawasaki Prize. She completed the Agency for Cultural Affairs Opera Training Institute course 
as part of the fourth intake. As a member dispatched over seas by the Ministry of Education, 
Culture, Sports, Science and Technology, she completed training in Geneva. She achieved first 

place in the 19th Min-On competition, won the 1st Global Atsuko Azuma Prize, the 15th Giraud Opera Prize, and the 2nd 
Muramatsu Prize. She debuted and was recognised for her role as Suzuki in Madame Butterfly, and took part in the G. 
Sinopoli conducted Philharmonia Orchestra concert held for the anniversary of the opening of Suntory Hall. She is 
building up her activities in opera and concerts both outside and inside Japan. Professor, Faculty of Music, Tokyo 
University of the Arts and New National Theatre Opera Training Institute Director. 
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Ami Kanaji (Soprano) 
Graduated from Tokyo University of the Arts in vocal studies. She completed both a master’s and 
doctorate at the same university. Currently she is a Educational Affairs Research Assistant in the 
‘Literature in Music’ department of the university. While a student she performed in Geidai’s 
Regular Concert Series, and performed alongside the Geidai Philharmonia in the Morning Concert 
Series. She sings as a soloist for repertoire such as J.S. Bach’s St. Matthew Passion, Handel’s 
Messiah, Haydn’s Creation, Mozart’s Requiem, Beethoven’s 9th Symphony and more, and is also 

actively performing religious music, art song, and in ensembles. Her teachers include Yuko Tsuji, Teruo Sanbayashi, 
Noriko Sasaki, and Eiko Hiramatsu. 
 

Takamasa Sawahara (Tenor) 
Graduated from both Ehime University’s Faculty of Education and the vocal studies course at 
Tokyo University of the Arts. He also completed a master’s in Tokyo University of the Arts. His 
teachers include Fumie Hamada, Setsu Kimura, Sadako Seki, and Tarō Ichihara. He came third in 
the 27th Sōgakudō Japanese Art Song Competition and entered the 51st Japanese-Italian Singing 
Competition. He debuted in opera as Don José in Bizet’s Carmen. He performs in various opera 
roles, but particularly as Rodolfo in Puccini’s La Bohème. He sings as a soloist for Bach’s 

Magnificat, Handel’s Messiah, Mozart’s Requiem, Beethoven’s 9th Symphony, and Orff’s Carmina Burana. He 
currently studies at Tokyo Nikikai’s Opera Training Institute and is a Educational Affairs Research Assistant in 
education at the Geidai Archives (Historical Documents Section). 
 

Shuntarō Tanaka (Baritone) 
From Shimane Prefecture. He graduated from the vocal studies programme at Tokyo University of 
the Arts and graduated from the vocal studies master’s course from the same university, and is 
currently a doctoral student there. In the UK, he received tuition in British art songs in 
masterclasses on the Britten-Pears Young Artist Programme in Aldeburgh. In Geidai’s Regular 
Choral Concert Series, he sang Dvorak’s Stabat Mater as a bass soloist. In Sōgakudō Concert 

Hall’s Morning Concert Series he sang Kō Bunya’s Four Seiban Songs (the first performance since World War II), 
and has performed Kunihiko Hashimoto’s Mittsu no Wasan (Three Buddhist Songs of Peace) with the Geidai 
Philharmonia. He studied singing with Hidetoshi Moriyama, Akiya Fukushima, Giannicola Pigliucci, and Yasuko 
Hayashi. He is a substitute part-time lecturer at Ferris University. 
 

Shohei Takasaki (Bass) 
Graduated from the Faculty of Music, Tokyo University of the Arts in vocal studies. He 
completed a master’s in opera at the same university. He learned singing with Michio Tatara, 
Chieko Teratani, Eijirō Kai, and Hidekazu Tsumaya. As for opera, he performed as Figaro in the 
61st Geidai Opera Regular Concert Series production of the Marriage of Figaro. He was an 
understudy for the role of Sarastro in Kanagawa Kenmin Hall’s Opera Series 2017 production of 
the Magic Flute. Other roles include Sparafucile in Rigoletto, Colline in La Boheme, Dr. Grenvil 

in La Traviata, Quinault in Adriana Lecouvreur. At present he is a Educational Affairs Research Assistant at the 
Center for Music Research, Tokyo University of the Arts. 
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Yuko Mori (Piano) 
After graduating from both the affiliated music high school and undergraduate course of Tokyo 
University of the Arts, she completed the master’s course specialising in piano performance at the 
same university. She studied abroad at Stuttgart State University of Music and Performing Arts, 
under Konrad Richter. At Zurich’s International Masterclass she learned with Buchbinder. As a 
solo performer she has given four recitals, played chamber music or accompanied singers and 
instrumentalists, and also gave many premiers of compositions by composers of Hōgaku. She won 

the prize for ‘excellent accompaniment’ at the 12th, 14th, and 15th Sōgakudō Japanese Art Song Competition. She 
won the Kinoshita prize as an accompanist at the 75th Japanese Music Competition. She is currently a lecturer at 
Tokyo University of the Arts. 
 

Asahi Matsuoka (Piano) 
Since he was an infant, he learned piano and composition from his parents in a musical family. He 
graduated with the highest grade of the year in composition at Tokyo University of the Arts and 
was awarded the Acanthus Music Prize, and the Dōseikai Music Prize. He completed a master’s in 
composition at the same university. In 2011 he came first place in the Sōgakudō Japanese Art 
Song competition. From 2012 he became a member of the Agency for Cultural Affairs New 
Artist’s Training Abroad Scholarship programme, for which he spent two years at the Stuttgart 

State University of Music and Performing Arts in Germany, where he studied composition and organ performance 
practice. He is currently a Educational Affairs Research Assistant in education at the Center for Music Research, 
Tokyo University of the Arts. 
 

Yoshihiro Chiba (Choir Conductor) 
A graduate of Kunitachi College of Music. He learned conducting with Hiroshi Wakasugi and 
Hirofumi Misawa. His opera debut came in December 1997 when he conducted Tokyo Chamber 
Opera’s production of Hindemith’s Long Christmas Dinner for their 90th public performance. In 
May 2002, for Tokyo Chamber Opera’s 100th Anniversary Public Performance, he was brought in 
as an emergency replacement for the injured Hiroshi Wakasugi, and under his leadership he 
directed the performance of ‘Falstaff, or The Three Jokes’ to a success. Currently he is the 

musical director of Akishima Isana’s Association, is a guest conductor of Tōyō University’s Glee Club, the 
conductor of Ensemble Eterna, and a lecturer in opera at Tokyo University of the Arts. 
 
Choir Members 
Ami Kanaji, Oomori Ayaka (both alumni), Marino Yokose (master’s 2nd year student) , Maria Asakura 
(master’s 1st year student) 
Shōhei Takasaki (alumni), Tamon Inoue, Naoki Kawada, Takaomi Suzawa (all master’s 1st year students) 
 
‘Messages’ and discussion participants 
Yujirō Ariyoshi, Sōdai Kambara, Asuka Kuno (all 2nd year composition students) 
Yuki Yano (2nd year master’s student in oil painting), Haruko Sasakawa (Graduate of Intermedia Art 
Department) 
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Exhibition Information 
◆	Self Portraits by Painting Students Who Died in the War (Stored at The University Art Museum 
Tokyo University of the Arts) 
	 At this time, in the Foyer of the Sōgakudō Concert Hall, five self portraits by wartime students of the Tokyo 
School of Art are on display (all belong to this university’s art museum). The oil painting students at that time 
were required to submit a self portrait in the year of their graduation. Today, from these kind of self portraits, 
the works of five students who died in the war have been chosen for display. 
  

Hiromi Ohkura (1920-1945)  
From Tochigi Prefecture 
Killed in action on 8th May 1945, aged 24, at Luzon 
Island Balete Pass. 

Rokurō Kishida (1920-1945)  
From Mita, Tokyo 
Killed in action on 21 March 1945, aged 24, in 
Burma.	  

  

Katsuyoshi Nakagawa (1918-1944)  
From Aichi Prefecture 
Killed in action on 18th July 1944, aged 26, on 
Saipan Island. 

Arata Harada (1919-1943)  
From Tokuyama City, Yamaguchi Prefecture 
Killed in action on 7th August 1943, aged 24, in the 
sea near New Georgia Island. 

 

Yasunori Hidaka (1918-1945)  
From Tanegashima, Kagoshima Prefecture	  
Killed in action on 19th April 1945, aged 27, in 
Baguio, Luzon Island. 
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◆	Photograph Panel of Composer’s Handwritten Scores and Related Materials 
	 Paintings and sculptures etc. are a physical object that are able to be stored within the university, in contrast 
to the works of students of fine arts; as long as music students did not write down and record their music 
activities, their work is lost. In the case of composition, even though scores can be handed down, these scores 
cannot be evaluated in the same way as the works of the art students if they are not being performed. 
Furthermore, it is normal for the composer to keep the score to himself. Today’s performances display this, in 
that the manuscripts for the fourteen pieces were all entrusted to us by surviving family members. Those 
scores are almost all being held temporarily by Geidai, so these very important documents and notes by the 
composers are also in the foyer today, exhibiting the support and cooperation of these surviving family 
members. 
	 Lastly, the photographs and documents of the students during the wartime depict the student life at this time 
too. These documents belong to the Geidai Archives (Historical Documents Section) of the Faculty of Music 
and the School of Fine Arts Education Documents Compilation Room of this university, but they are on 
display in the exhibition so please take a look.  
	

◆Video Screening. Screened in both the lobby of Hall 6 and in the foyer of the Sōgakudō Concert Hall 
‘The Painting Students of the Tokyo School of Art Who Died in Action’ (video supplied by: Memorial 
Museum of Art Students who Died in Military Service ‘Mugonkan’) 
＜List of Works＞ 
	 Hiroshi Izawa ‘Kazoku’ (‘Family’) Akira Ohta ‘Imouto: Kazuko no zō’ (‘Younger Sister: Portrait of 
Kazuko’) Ryōma Oda ‘Uwajima no Fūkei’ (‘Uwajima’s Landscape’) Rokurō Kishida ‘Seibutsu’ (‘Still Life’) 
Katsuhiko Kubo ‘Jigazō’ (‘Self-portrait’) Katsuyoshi Nakagawa ‘Takayama Fūkei’ (Takayama Landscape) 
Arata Harada ‘Fujinzō’ (Female Portrait) Yasunori Hidaka ‘Horonbairu Fūkei’ (‘Hulunbuir Landscape) 
 
 
 

Messages from the Students who Died in Military Service: The Wartime Tokyo Academy of Music and 
Tokyo School of Art – Staff 
Stage Director: Kazutaka Hamada  Stage Manager: Shigehiko Ohsawa	 Lighting: Yasuhiro Fujiwara (Sigma 

Communications) 

Video: Makoto Uemura (Assistant, Performing Arts Center)  Acoustics: Makoto Iwasaki (Teaching Assistant, 

Performing Arts Center)	 Recording: Toru Kamekawa (Professor, Musical Creativity and the Environment)	

Video Recording: Megumi Tagawa (Assistant, Acoustics Research Room of the Center for Music Research) 

Katsutaka Suzuki (Assistant, Performing Arts Center) 

Photographer: Ayane Shindo (Assistant, Performing Arts Center)	 Document Exhibition: Gakushi Yoshida 

(Assistant, Geidai Archives, Historical Documents Section) and Aiko Komagome (Specially Appointed 

Assistant, Public Collaboration Center) 
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To Everyone Who Supported Us Through Crowd Funding 
Professor, Tokyo University of the Arts Performing Arts Center	 Yutaka Oishi 

 
To build up and undertake the project ‘Messages from the Students who Died in Military Service’ and stage 

this event, we received much financial support through crowd funding. This is my first experience with crowd 
funding so I am of course confused by it all, but I was guided by the operating company Readyfor Co. Ltd, 
and then in one way or another by the 6th of April we were able to set sail with this funding project. Then, we 
also somehow cleared the hurdle of ‘20% of target figure within five days of opening’ and after this, on the 
39th day we surpassed the initial funding target of ¥3,000,000. Finally, the total figure of support everyone 
donated reached ¥4,890,000. For us this was unexpected and for everyone’s support I would like to say thank 
you very much again. Truly, thank you so much. 

Also, the rare materials entrusted to us by the surviving family members is an example of how we received 
both material and personal support, which I am unable to forget. Using the support we received from you all 
as a foothold, we would also like to from now, as a university, construct an archive that truly meets the 
requests and demands of society. 

 
◆	Special Mention for Those Who Gave Over ¥50,000 in Support	※	in syllabic order based on surnames omitting titles 

Yoshihide Aoki, Ryūichi Arai, Motoyuki Ohtsuki, Takashi Okazaki, Yōko Kaburagi, Masaaki Kitō, Kōji Kudō,	
Koin Sakai, Masatomo Satō, Akiko Satō, Nobuyuki Sanui, Yūko Sanui, Daiichi-Seihan Co., Ltd.,  
Atsuko Nakabayashi, Kazuhiro Hamada, Takeichirō Hirai, Eiichirō Makino, Masamitsu Miura, Akira Murano, 
Yūko Murano, Kaoru Wada, and four others who wished to remain anonymous 

 
Farewell Concert for the Students Called to Duty (1943) (Photograph stored in the Geidai Archives, Historical Documents Section) 
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◆Memo about the Wartime Tokyo Academy of Music Composition Department 
	 When it comes to discussing the war (the wider war could be said to have lasted fifteen years), there is 
certainly always a tendency to create one’s own ‘tale’ or story. While drawing on the feelings of the surviving 
family members of the conscripted or drafted male students (starting in 1943) sent to war, their surviving 
classmates, seniors, juniors, alumni, teachers (even though they did not got to war), and the (mainly) girl 
students and alumni working on the home front, and the victims affected from the 1944 air raids (when these 
attacks started proper), one must also look at the historical sources calmly and critically; but creating an 
accurate historical image from this is extremely difficult work and requires persistent effort. I am not an expert 
on Japanese music history so, for a start, I have only very recently learned that, in the Tokyo Academy of 
Music, the state of the school registry during the war is unknown. It is because of this that accurately 
identifying who was matriculated requires investigation into various official historical documents. 
Furthermore, it seems in both the music academy and art school, after their graduation, the circumstances of 
the students after they were sent to war were mostly not recorded. 
	 In this situation, what kind of person was a teacher or student at the music academy? The full picture of this 
has unfortunately remained relatively unknown. Even looking at only those connected to composition, as 
teachers there was Kiyoshi Nobutoki, Kunihiko Hashimoto, Kan'ichi Shimofusa, Midori Hosokawa, and 
outside of the composition department there was Urato Watanabe, H. Felmer, and M. Gurlitt; as for the 
students (from a little before this, as far as I can see from my own thoughts and judgement) in 1939 the 
students who continued to the research course after graduation include Saburō Takata, Yoshinao Nakada who 
entered the school in 1940, as did Megumi Ohnaka, Ikuma Dan, Yuzuru Shimaoka in 1942, Yasushi 
Akutagawa and Takanobu Saito in 1943,  and then Akio Yashiro and Toshiro Mayuzumi (who became one 
of the pioneers of avant-garde music after the war) just before the end of the war in 1945. There are really 
some distinguished people included here. If one keeps in mind this kind of line up and chronology, and if the 
works and life of the students who died in military service are posited together, we will likely deepen our 
understanding of this time period even further. At this stage of investigating historical sources, the historical 
‘if’ and simplistic speculation should be avoided, but it is possible that many of the people who survived the 
war could have been killed if stationed in a different place; also if those who did die were able to survive the 
war, how would they have contributed in the post war etc. is something that one cannot stop being based on 
the imagination. However, in terms of how people should listen and see, or what should be read from the 
compositions of the students who died in military service, is free for each person to choose. 
 

Eizaburō Tsuchida (Professor of Musicology, History of Western Music) 
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‘Messages from the Students who Died in Military Service’ Project Members 
Main Organisers of Crowd funding 
Yutaka Oishi (Tokyo University of the Arts Performing Arts Center) 
Kumiko Hashimoto (Tokyo University of the Arts, Faculty of Music, Geidai Archives, Historical Documents Section) 
Emi Sakai (Tokyo University of the Arts Performing Arts Center) 
Faculty of Music 
Eizaburō Tsuchida, Kin’ya Osumi, Yasuko Tsukahara, Fuyuko Fukunaka (All Musicology Department) 
Tetsuhiko Hiyama (Literature in Music) 
Kunitaka Kokaji (Composition Department) Toru Kamekawa (Musical Creativity and the Environment),  
Takamasa Sawahara, Gakushi Yoshida (Both Geidai Archives, Historical Documents Section) 
School of Fine Arts 

Dōshin Satō (Japanese Art History), Junko Ohnishi, Futaba Asai (Both Education Documents Compilation Room) 

The University Art Museum 
Ryō Furuta 
Performing Arts Center	  

Hiroshi Hattanda, Miharu Satō, Makoto Iwasaki, Asahi Matsuoka, Makoto Uemura, Ayaka Ueno, Ayane Shindō, 
Katsutaka Suzuki, Megumi Tagawa 

 

Main building of the Tokyo School of Art around 1898 or so (Photograph held at Tokyo University of the Arts, University Library) 
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